waggon ? One of their number has performed this feat at Churchtown, and we hope she did not find it derogatory to her dignity as a nurse. The case arose thus : A boy had to be conveyed sixteen miles to the Workhouse Infirmary, and the driver was drunk. The nurse, with great common sense, took the reins herself, and did the best she could in an awkward position. Our own view of the matter is, that she is a woman to be admired. ST Reasonable as might be such a supposition, it is nevertheless incorrect. We seize on a new experience here, and tear it to shreds with even more fervour and greed than one is wont to do at home ; so that when the fact of the need of District Nursing?already patent enough to anyone who had any curiosity on the subject?was brought prominently forward by a leading divine and by a lady well known for her work among the slums in other spheres, it created quite a little sensation in fashionable circles.
We had not jaded ourselves by slum-hunting (that ripple had somehow failed to reach us), not found out for ourselves the dreary sameness of it, the dreary, overwhelming sameness of the sights, and sounds, and smells of it, that palls so soon ; and which it requires a great deal more than excitement and the froth of philanthropy to overcome. We had not, however, yet proved this pastime and its worthlessness as such. So our new slum-sensation found almost a virgin soil to work in, and it did work, and to some purpose.
In a very short time a large and influential meeting was called at the house of a rich merchant here, and it certainly was a success, if numbers and zeal count for anything. A committee?which, if I remember aright, was to consist of twenty members?was formed on the spot, composed with hardly an exception of people of wealth and consideration, myself perhaps the only one who could claim neither the advantages of riches or position, could not so much as lay claim to the distinction of being an " old identityand I was only put on as having had some practical nursing experience in another continent.
However, I was put on, and then began for me a curious series of experiences and enlightenments. The hope of a small minority?myself among the number?was to found our institution on the lines of that of the Metropolitan and National Nursing Association, which were found to work capitally in London and other large cities at home; wherein only trained women of birth and education (under trained superintendence) are eligible for nurses.
Our poor here, even more than at home, require infinite tact, knowledge, and consideration in their treatment. They are independent (not to say bumptious) to a degree, and naturally all of a respectable bias ; they therefore brook, even less than the poor in old lands, the interference of their betters, however much soever it may be for their good. And 
